Body Language

ACROSS
1 “___ Rib”
6 Rogers’ prop
11 Rotary tool
17 My Lord; Heb.
18 Earnest
20 Refer
21 Depressed
23 Light cream cheese
24 Buffet table features
25 ___ State: New Jersey
26 Emile ___
psychotherapist
28 11 S. states: 1860–61
29 Shore, wave or tide
30 Child’s room, often
31 Supports
32 Slow progress
33 Spreads hay
35 Alert or alga
36 Kind of coat
37 British guns
38 BB statistic
40 Boxer’s ring in Brest
42 Sacred peak in China
44 Self-possession
47 Troops to Caesar
48 Small villages
52 Steam burn
53 Surveyor’s tool
55 “John Henry” abbr.
56 Lebanon’s Sur, formerly
57 Curt
58 Hebraic law
59 Comme ci, comme ça
60 Sofa or stool, e.g.
61 Greek Discordia
62 All in
66 One with humor
67 S. African money
69 “The Way We ___”
70 The news in Madrid
71 Carpentry tool
73 Suffix with cigar or leather
74 Summer in Paris
75 Lover
76 Powerful beam
77 Stow away again
79 Old hat
80 Bandage
82 Sci. of stars
83 Single-celled organism
84 Sometimes repeated with Sir
85 Fiber networks
88 “Like druids ___” Longfellow
90 Quiet one
92 Bum ___ frame-ups
96 College town on the Thames
97 Evergreen shrub
98 Baker’s product
100 Ms. Lillie, to friends
101 Negating prefix
102 Perfume var.
103 Balloon and lawyer

105 Welsh sea god
106 Condensed compendium
109 Sincerely
112 Rock sediments
113 Napped
114 Nursery item
115 Merit anew
116 Stabbled
117 Senator Kefauver

DOWN
1 Actress Renée
2 Subdued
3 Sothern and Sheridan
4 Spring month in Berlin
5 Repeated, it’s a NY prison
6 Yorkshire city
7 ___ a feu; Fr. weapons
8 Stronghold captured by David
9 Former French coin
10 Loud chumars
11 Counts
12 Actor Wallach
13 “With ___ deliberate speed”
14 ___ in: be pushy
15 Prolific American inventor
16 Labels anew
17 Full-grown
18 Scrap
19 Chicken chasers
20 Mollify
21 Heavily involved
22 Jury, e.g.
23 Long-legged marsh birds
24 Betrays for gain
25 Aries
26 ___ glove; closely associated
27 Punct. mk.
39 Roundup
40 Loath
41 Antagonist
43 Gog and ___ Rev. 20
44 Synthetic fabric
45 Progenitors
46 “Taking life ___”; Frost
49 Bunk
50 Apprentice
51 Hunting dog
52 Ogler
54 France’s longest river
55 Clear up
59 Metric volume units
63 Oregon sec. of the U.S.
64 Sole of Giuseppe’s shoe
65 Bevel
68 Check
72 After
75 Ring-shaped coral reef
78 King of Judah: I Kings 15:9
79 Vilifying
81 With out or station
85 Furnish
86 Star over Calais
87 ___-in-cheek
89 Rifts
90 Norse bardi of yore
91 Control post
93 Erode
94 Harbor and barley
95 Health to Nicole
97 Chief evil spirit
98 Glaze crack
99 Was sickly
103 U.S. ballistic missile
104 Groom in India
105 ___ generation; 1960s
107 Little ___, Stowe character
108 Baronet’s title
110 ___ “Late the Hero”; film
111 Sidereal and credit; abbr.